INTRODUCTION
CHALLENGE
Today the global society faces new challenges. One of the principle ones is where it is moving.
Wars, environmental disasters, terrorist attacks, the uncontrolled release of money, etc.
OZOTOP offers the humanity to move to self-awareness, complete decentralization, and selfregulation.
About Our System
We called our ecosystem OZOTOP. This is the robotic decentralized society model based on the TON
blockchain. It's a community of experts regulated by bots (smart-contracts, scripts, algorithms) with
own robotic economy
OZOTOP's MVP will include:
* voting system
* escrow-service
* dispute resolution system
* rating system
* development of each user professionalism stimulation system
* designer for creating new smart-contracts with a further presentation of the
proposed interaction format for general discussion and voting
* Telegram-bots store for different interactions between users

Members of our society will interact with the aid of robots and make payments between each
other with OZO token.
In our society model a certain robot manager is assigned to each expert. Robots do not sleep,
because they do not need it. They do not get tired and go on working 24/7. These robots
(smart-contracts+Telegram bots) are not rude, because they are programmed for positive,
efficiency, result!
Some robots will tell you what information you need to provide to get the service quickly. Others
will calculate the cost and send you an invoice for payment. Some will convert your form of
payment into the one that is convenient for the expert you have applied to. Another robot will act
as a guarantor of safe transaction for all parties. Robots fulfill many other functions in our society,
too. We will increase the number of robots and their functionality in our society. The number of
experts and ordinary users will grow, too!
In our society people will fulfill the functions that require non-standard solutions, intuition,
creativity and professionalism. However, the routine work will be automated and robots will
be involved. This will provide people with free time they can spend for their self-development
and improvement of the society.
The interfaces (a user component) of bots for servicing our society will be built right into the Telegram

messenger. Telegram has a function of implementing developments in the messenger.
It is well-known that in 2019, Telegram is launching its own TON (Telegram Open Network)
blockchain, Telegram Virtual Machine and its own new programming language FIFT.

Since this launch, our robots will be transferred from external servers to the TON Blockchain and
the interaction in our society will be carried out by using smart contracts and cryptocurrencies.
The society itself will move to full decentralization and self-government.
The OZOTOP project will let you access our society and use all its opportunities and functions
on the go by using your smartphone, Telegram and OZOTOP.
It will be a self-regulating society of experts based on Telegram Open Network and supported
by robots and bots.
Instead of laws, the interaction in this kind of society will be regulated by smart-contracts,
telegram-bots, algorithms, and scripts.
It will be the society free from negativity and fraudsters (everyone will interact through
the escrow-service).
It will be a highly efficient and productive society model.
Objectives of the OZOTOP project
Over the coming months, Telegram is launching Gram, its own internal cryptocurrency. Users will
be able to enjoy instant direct money transfers. The TON blockchain will speed up many
socioeconomic processes, they will be implemented through Telegram and, of course, through our
OZOTOP project. Telegram will become a more influential and efficient tool for interaction in the
society than YouTube and Instagram now.
ABOUT TOKEN
OZOTOP tokens at the 1st fundraising stage are utility tokens based on the Waves Blockchain with
Smart Asset Scripts with automatic listing at the Waves DEX. Fiat Visa/Mastercard, SEPA
(USD,EUR) bank transfers and the main cryptocurrencies deposits are available at the Waves DEX.
KYC required for fiat money deposites to the Waves DEX
OZOTOP/BTC is available at the Waves DEX. With buying OZOTOP project tokens at the 1st
fundraising stage, you are buying the rights to receive tokens inside OZOTOP software platform after
or before 2nd fundraising stage
All early members will exchange their Waves Blockchain tokens toanother Blockchain tokens for
interactions inside OZOTOP software platform with dashboard help at the https://ozotop.io or
website of MVP. The property rights and legal protection of the owners will be preserved. After the
full-scale Telegram Open Network is launched, it will be moved from the into the TON Blockchain,
and the property rights and legal protection of the owners will be preserved.
Before switching to the TON Blockchain, another Blockchain could be used. Ethereum based MVP for
example.
OZO advantages
The token provides mobility!
This is the effect of social closeness (Telegram is a messenger after all)!

The most community oriented and self-sufficient blockchain (TON)
Instant payments within the society by using OZO tokens
These tokens will be quickly converted into the Gram cryptocurrency.
These are the tokens useful for the society.
The more useful you are for this ecosystem, and in this society, the more people will transfer
OZO to you.
Each expert will have his own competency rating. As soon as customers get their
service/product, they will leave their feedback and marks.
Disputable situations (Arbitrage) will be considered by all members of the society. They will
vote for the party they think to be right. In their turn, the parties will able to prove they are right
by providing evidences or using other means of defense.
Tokenomica Details
Total supply – 1,123,581,321 OZO
51% of tokens will be frozen for 3 years
Each year in the 4th, 5th, and 6th one, 17% will be released into circulation
1st fundraising stage
Hardcap 33.7 BTC, 1% of tokens total supply
Price - 0.000003 BTC per 1 OZO
2nd fundraising stage
25% of total OZO tokens supply
280,895,330 OZO with price 0.00003 BTC per 1 OZO

Advantages of the Blockchain
- Transparency of all transactions on the platform. All system reporting can be verified
- Process automation through smart contracts
- It becomes convenient to work with cryptocurrencies
- Integration with other projects on the Blockchain (registries, scoring, statistical services), and

- Reliability and resiliency.

Legal aspects of the OZO token
- Investing funds in OZO tokens is not an investment at the 1st fundraising stage
- Crypto-enthusiasts from that countries where interactions with cryptocurrencies are not prohibited
are welcome to the 1st fundraising stage
- The token buyer can use them inside the OZOTOP project. The main purpose of tokens is to
be exchanged to expert services inside the OZOTOP ecosystem or creation new societies
models, interactions, etc.
- Members of the project are not guaranteed to earn profit.
- OZO Token is designed to be used as an utility token. It is a tool for authorizing access to
the OZOTOP software platform.
- There are no restrictions on selling or transferring tokens after 2nd fundraising stage.
- An offer will be a basis for transactions with tokens.
- No dividends or interests are provided to owners of tokens at the 1st fundraising stage.

TEAM
Viacheslav Nitsevych, Founder and CEO of “OZOTOP”
https://www.linkedin.com/in/viacheslav-nitsevych-900273185/
Elena Menshikova, PR Director
https://ru.linkedin.com/in/elena-menshikova-a4892b57
Ivan Skrypka, CTO
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ivan-skrypka-6b35bb43/
Konrad Kukwa, Security consulting
https://ie.linkedin.com/in/konrad-kukwa
Dima Mehed, Blockchain Developer
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dima-mehed-369a49113/
Karpus Pavel, Blockchain developer
https://www.linkedin.com/in/spread-kpp-bb337b63/
Andrii Ovcharenko, Blockchain architect

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrii-ovcharenko-15493766/
Sohail Akram, Software testing expert
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sohail-akram-85100756/
Sadia Bruce, Developers Coordinator
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sadia-bruce-782471ab/
Anjum Shahzad, Blockchain Analyst
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anjumshahzadace/
Tahira Kalsoom, Blockchain Expert
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tahira-kalsoom-blockchain-expert/
Bharat Gandass, Bounty Manager
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bharatgandass/

Also the freelancers involved are experts in their fields

ADVISORS

Anthony Abunassar
Financial Advisor
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anthonyabunassar/

Lalit Bansal
Strategic Advisor
https://www.linkedin.com/in/l-k-bansal/
Wulf Kaal
Decentralization technology Advisor
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wulf-kaal-6904a65b/

Telegram-channel:

https://t.me/ozotop

Telegram-chat:

https://t.me/ozo_top

ROADMAP
❖ Q1 2019 Project concept creation
❖ Q2 2019 Team building
❖ Q3 2019 MVP creation start
❖ Q4 2019 1st stage of fundraising
❖ Q1 2020 2nd stage of fundraising
❖ Q2 2020 TOP Exchanges listings
❖ Q3 2020 Physical and mathematical model of social interactions
❖ Q4 2020 Creation of an economic and mathematical model of full OZOTOP project
❖ Q1 2021 Self-regulation features implementation
❖ Q2 2021 Full OZOTOP project launch
❖ Q3 2021 Mobile App creation
❖ Q4 2021 Self-development stage

How big is the market opportunity?

OZOTOP ecosystem could be used at local communities like some new Blockchain districts or areas
also it could be integrated into governments or enterprises management development systems or
worldwide globally. Also, such a system of interactions in society can be useful in conditions when
the appearance of new factors is difficult or impossible to predict; when decisions must be made
quickly and efficiently to create new interactions form between people. For example, during global
catastrophes, post-apocalyptic conditions or other planets colonizing.
So, this is a highly scalable project with the same market opportunity

DISCLAIMER

PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. CONSULT LEGAL AND
FINANCIAL EXPERTS FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE. In case you invest via the website
using US, Canadian or Chinese IP, your actions are considered to be illegal and are prohibited
by the legislation of your country. This is not applicable to certified investors.
The following information may be incomplete and in no way implies a contractual relationship. OZO
Token makes every effort to ensure all information in this white paper is accurate and up to date
however, in no way constitutes professional investment advice. OZO Token neither guarantees or
accepts responsibility for the accuracy, reliability, current or completeness of this document.

Individuals intending to invest should seek independent professional advice prior to acting on
any of the information contained in this white paper. Citizens, residents (tax or otherwise) and
green card holders of the United States of America or other U.S. Person are exempt from buying
OZO Tokens. The term U.S Person refers to anyone who lives in the United States or any entity
that is incorporated under United States law.

